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Dear Family and Friends,
We are writing this letter with heartfelt thanks to our Lord for your love, your
faithfulness and your prayers - not only for the two of us but also for your part in the
ministry of TWR. You are a valued part of the team that helps TWR proclaim the Gospel in
over 275 languages in 190 countries. With a vast network of international partners, TWR
uses radio, internet, video and other media to share biblical truth with people hungry for
God’s Word.
When the global pandemic (which is still very much a reality) locked down most of the
world, TWR was still able to bring God’s Word to isolated listeners hungering for contact
with the outside world and also for answers to life’s hard questions. We praise the Lord
that via radio TWR is able to overcome barriers and share the Gospel with unreached
people groups and make disciples on every inhabited continent. We have shared with you
before about our heart for “Radios for the World” (supplies radios and programming in
their heart language to individuals worldwide). TWR has a burden for the Roma gypsies in
Europe, for trafficked or sexually exploited women in many countries, for people in
Ukraine and Belarus living in isolated areas, for people in Central Asia, for the vast
continent of Africa which is home to nearly 2500 ethnic groups, radio home groups in
South Asia which gather together regularly to study the Bible, for people in Southeast
Asian countries in areas closed and inaccessible to missionaries, for the isolated believers
in North Korea and other areas closer to home – Cuba, Haiti and Bolivia as well as many
other locations. We covet your prayers for these people groups. If you would like to learn
more about “Radios for the World” please check out TWR’s website at www.twr.org.
We would like to share the story of a 32-year-old man from India who is the only Christian
in his family: “I really wanted to grow closer to God and to learn more about the Bible. However,
my impaired eyesight often prevented me from going to church regularly, accessing fellowship and
studying the Word. Pastors seemed to be too busy to meet with someone like me. I even purposely,
with joy, gave a few hundred rupees to anyone who came to share the Word of God with me so they
would visit again.

It was a blessed day when I happened upon a TWR radio program while toying with my old
transistor. It was difficult for me to find the same station again, so I searched online with the help
of an app that assists visually challenged people like me. I found a TWR website and it connected
me to a plethora of resources. This was a goldmine in itself. I have become a regular listener of
TWR ever since. It is my heart’s desire to help people like me from the blind community to get
better access to the Word of God and not miss out on any spiritual growth. God keeps bringing
people into my life who bless me with transistors. I, in turn, give these away free to visually
impaired people so they can listen to TWR India’s programs. Last month I was able to distribute 16
radios. I pray for these programs to change their lives as they have changed mine.”

TWR learned of his story when he contacted them through a TWR website. He was looking
for fixed-tuned radios that he could give to visually impaired people. After learning about
this man’s story, TWR’s local staff visited him and provided him with a media player full of
TWR’s programs. He was very happy to be in touch with local TWR staff.
Prayer and Praise
-Pray for our nation and our world and they still deal with Covid-19. Pray that people would
abide by the precautions given by health officials.
-Pray that we will remain safe as we try to move into the next phase of opening up our
county and state.
-Pray for TWR as they continue to reach the world for Jesus via radio. Pray for God’s
direction and blessing on the programs as they reach out to so many needy people.
-Praise for all the wonderful people who support TWR in so many ways so that the message
of salvation can be heard around the world.
We also want to take this opportunity to wish you not only a
blessed Thanksgiving but also a joyous Christmas and a
wonderful New Year.
Thank you so much for your special part in our lives and
ministry. We continue to pray for your safety and well-being
during this time of crisis in our world. We appreciate you all so very much.  We are
sending our love to each of you.
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